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Call for Papers
Mobility is deeply linked to our’s society development. Among a huge number of other things, conferences
like VPPC would not simply be possible without extensive and modern transportation systems.
Nevertheless, mainstream transportation systems based on oil products have many negative impacts,
namely global and local pollution with direct impact on climate issues, life expectancy reduction and
mortality/morbidity rise. Populations are getting more and more aware of this, and recent pollution
problems like in Beijing, London and Paris, to mention just a few, are putting increasingly pressure over
politics and decision makers to address this problem. Public transportation contributes significantly to city
pollution, particularly old diesel buses and there is a growing search for proper solutions to this issue,
namely the development of full electric buses and hybrid electric buses. Chine took the lead on this, but
currently there is a run all over the world from most bus manufacturers, including European and North
American to offer competitive and suitable electric buses. Proposals using different battery chemistries,
mostly based on lithium but not only, with different voltage levels, battery capacities and ranges, some
with multiple energy storage systems, focused on night slow charge or fast and/or ultrafast opportunistic
charge, cable or pantograph conducted or wireless charging systems are appearing at an ever-increasing
pace.
This special session is focused on addressing these questions, especially for full electric buses (EB), of all
sizes, but including also plug-in hybrid electric buses (PHEB).
Topics of interest include, for full electric and plug-in hybrid electric buses, but are not limited to:
 Power sources and energy storage systems for electric EB and PHEB
 EB and PHEB with multi-storage systems
 Charging systems Infrastructure
 Technical aspects of opportunistic charge
 Influence of fast/ultra-fast opportunist charging on storage systems lifetime and efficiency
 Motors, motor controllers and powertrain system
 Retrofitting or upgrade of powertrain and storage systems
 Standardization for electric EB and PHEB
 Electric buses exploitation experiences and defies
Deadlines:
Submission of abstracts:
Notice of acceptance:
Submission of full papers:

Mar. 31, 2017
June 15, 2017
Sep. 15, 2017

All special session digests must be prepared and submitted in the same way as those for the
conference regular tracks (see http://www.vppc2017.org/), except that the corresponding special
session should be identified during submission.
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